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Chapter’s Corner
REINVENTING THE CHAPTERS’ CORNER.
by Verónica Trovamala
The World Future Society (WFS) has over 90 chapters
all around the world. Let’s enhance them!
As you know, the main activity of the WFS is the
Summer Conference. This year, the Conference took
place in Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S. Nevertheless, in
my opinion, we have many other events and activities
within every region where the WFS is present.
Dear Futurists, my name is Verónica Trovamala. I am the Director of the WFS Mexican
Chapter. In addition, I am the new Chapter’s Corner Editor for FUTUREtakes. I am writing
now to invite you to participate!
The Chapter’s Corner is a space in FUTUREtakes for Chapters to publish any ideas and
thoughts they want to share. We can write about the activities you have in your chapters,
an activity that you would like to start (perhaps in cooperation with other chapters), or an
issue that is causing concern and for which the experience of other chapters can be useful.
Please ask anyone in your chapter to share his/her ideas. This is the best space for doing it!
FUTUREtakes supports the internationalisation of the WFS, not only in terms of membership
but also in terms of ideas. As you have read, people from all over the World write the
articles and columns. In particular, “Chapters’ Corner” seeks to enhance the activities of
Chapters; use it as a way to strengthen yours.
This is a great opportunity because your ideas can be published and read by many Chapter
representatives and other people worldwide.
Use this space, share your Chapter’s ideas, bolster your image, and make the WFS and the
interest in future studies grow!
Please send your contributions to me at chapterscorner@futuretakes.org and make the
Chapter’s Corner the best column in FUTUREtakes and the best forum for WFS Chapters.

